
1933 – Nazis in power
January 20: Adolf Hitler appointed Chancellor of Germany
February 27: Nazis unleash terror to ensure election results
March 22: Dachau concentration camp opens
April 1: Germans boycott Jewish shops and businesses
April 7: Jews barred from civil service, university & state positions 

 A Program of The Jewish Federation of Sarasota-Manatee

Holocaust Education Week has changed the focus of Holocaust education in 
the State of Florida. Along with the changes in Holocaust standards that 
will take effect in the 2023-2024 school year, teachers from grades 5-12 

will need to address Holocaust education during Holocaust Education Week. This 
resource is for all teachers. Based upon the new standards, the focus is on antisem-
itism, a common theme throughout. In this resource you will find age-appropriate 
resources, testimonies from local survivors for use with secondary students, and 
other resources that are from the Commissioner of Education’s Task Force on Ho-
locaust Education. These resources are meant to address topics in multiple con-
tents including social studies, English language arts and the arts.

GOALS OF FLORIDA STATE STANDARDS 
FOR HOLOCAUST EDUCATION:
Overall Goal

 � Students will explore age-appropriate resources to define and discuss anti- 
semitism and the ramifications of the actions that led to the Holocaust. 

Elementary
 � Students will be able to define “antisemitism,” give examples of antisemitism 

and explore ways to be an upstander encouraging tolerance and kindness.
Middle

 � Students will explain the Holocaust as the planned and systematic state-spon-
sored persecution and murder of European Jews by Nazi Germany and its 
collaborators between 1933 and 1945.

 � Students will examine the basic beliefs and origins of Judaism, then explore 
how prejudice, racism and stereotyping define antisemitism.

 � Students will explore ways people can be responsible and respectful, encour-
age tolerance in a pluralistic society to nurture and protect democratic values 
and institutions.

High
 � Students will define “antisemitism” and analyze examples of past and current 

antisemitism and the ramifications of such actions.
 � Students will explain the Holocaust as the most extreme example of antisem-

itism and discuss how current and future generations can use testimonies, re-
sources from the liberations of concentration camps and Nuremberg Trials to 
foster civility now and in the future.

REQUIRED INSTRUCTION:
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_
Statute&URL=1000-1099/1003/Sections/1003.42.html
1003.42 Required instruction
(g)1. The history of the Holocaust (1933-1945), the systematic, planned annihi-
lation of European Jews and other groups by Nazi Germany, a watershed event in 
the history of humanity, to be taught in a manner that leads to an investigation of 
human behavior, an understanding of the ramifications of prejudice, racism, and 
stereotyping, and an examination of what it means to be a responsible and respect-
ful person, for the purposes of encouraging tolerance of diversity in a pluralistic 
society and for nurturing and protecting democratic values and institutions, in-
cluding the policy, definition, and historical and current examples of antisemitism, 
as described in s. 1000.05(7), and the prevention of antisemitism. Each school 
district must annually certify and provide evidence to the department, in a manner 
prescribed by the department, that the requirements of this paragraph are met. The 
department shall prepare and offer standards and curriculum for the instruction 
required by this paragraph and may seek input from the Commissioner of Edu-
cation’s Task Force on Holocaust Education or from any state or nationally rec-
ognized Holocaust educational organizations. The department may contract with 
any state or nationally recognized Holocaust educational organizations to develop 
training for instructional personnel and grade-appropriate classroom resources to 
support the developed curriculum.
2. The second week in November shall be designated as “Holocaust Education 
Week” in this state in recognition that November is the anniversary of Kristall-
nacht, widely recognized as a precipitating event that led to the Holocaust.

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK
TEACHERS’ GUIDE

April 26: Gestapo, the Nazi secret police force, established
May 10: State approves burning of books by Jews and others
July 14: Law strips East European Jewish immigrants of German citizenship
1934 – Hitler is Führer  
August 2: Hitler’s power secured by defeating all party opposition.  
                      He declares himself Führer, or leader.

1935 – Antisemitism as law 
May 31: Jews barred from the German armed forces 
September 15: “Nuremberg Laws” - anti-Jewish racial laws enacted  
November 15: Germany defines a “Jew”

http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=1000-1099/1003/Sections/1003.42.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&URL=1000-1099/1003/Sections/1003.42.html
http://www.leg.state.fl.us/statutes/index.cfm?App_mode=Display_Statute&Search_String=&URL=1000-1099/1000/Sections/1000.05.html
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Elementary
SS.5.HE.1.1
Define the Holocaust as the planned and systematic state-sponsored persecution 
and murder of European Jews by Nazi Germany and its collaborators between 
1933 and 1945.

 � Students will define antisemitism as prejudice against or hatred of the Jewish 
people.

 � Students will recognize the Holocaust as history’s most extreme example of 
antisemitism.

 � Students will identify examples of antisemitism (e.g., calling for, aiding, or 
justifying the killing or harming of Jews). 

Middle 
SS.68.HE.1.1
Examine the Holocaust as the planned and systematic state-sponsored persecution 
and murder of European Jews by Nazi Germany and its collaborators between 
1933 and 1945.

 � Students will describe the basic beliefs of Judaism and trace the origins and 
history of Jews in Europe.

 � Students will analyze how antisemitism led to and contributed to the Holo-
caust.

 � Students will identify examples of antisemitism (e.g., making mendacious, de-
humanizing, demonizing or stereotypical allegations about Jews; demonizing 
Israel by using the symbols and images associated with classic antisemitism to 
characterize Israel or Israelis). 

High
AMERICAN HISTORY
SS.912.A.6.3
Analyze the impact of the Holocaust during World War II on Jews as well as other 
groups.

 � Students will examine how America and other countries responded to the Ho-
locaust.

 � Students will examine what programs (if any) in the United States were in 
place to help Jews and other targeted groups during the Holocaust.

HOLOCAUST HISTORY
SS.912.HE.1.1
Define the Holocaust as the planned and systematic state-sponsored persecution 
and murder of European Jews by Nazi Germany and its collaborators between 
1933 and 1945.

 � Students will explain why the Holocaust is history’s most extreme example of 
antisemitism. 

SS.912.HE.2.14
Explain the purpose of the death marches.

 � Students will recognize death marches as the forcible movement of prisoners 
by Nazis with the dual purpose of removing evidence and murdering as many 
people as possible (toward the end of World War II and the Holocaust) from 
Eastern Europe to Germany proper.

SS.912.HE.2.15
Describe the experience of Holocaust survivors following World War II.

 � Students will explain how Allied Forces liberated camps, including the reloca-
tion and treatment of the survivors.

 � Students will discuss the experiences of survivors after liberation (e.g., repatri-
ations, displaced persons camps, pogroms, relocation).

 � Students will explain the various ways that Holocaust survivors lived through 
the state-sponsored persecution and murder of European Jews by Nazi Germa-
ny and its collaborators (e.g., became partisans, escaped from Nazi controlled 
territory, went into hiding).

 � Students will describe the psychological and physical struggles of Holocaust 
survivors.

 � Students will examine the settlement patterns of Holocaust survivors after 
World War II, including immigration to the United States and other countries, 
and the establishment of the modern state of Israel. 

SS.912.HE.3.1
Analyze the international community’s efforts to hold perpetrators responsible for 
their involvement in the Holocaust.

 � Students will discuss the purpose and outcomes of the Nuremberg Trials and 
other subsequent trials related to the Holocaust.

 � Students will compare arguments by the prosecution and recognize the false-
hoods offered by the defense during the Nuremberg Trials (e.g., Justice Robert 
Jackson’s opening statement, Prosecutor Ben Ferencz’s opening statement, ex 
post facto laws, non-existent terminology, crimes against humanity, genocide, 
statute of limitations, jurisdictional issues).

 � Students will discuss how members of the international community were com-
plicit in assisting perpetrators’ escape from both Germany and justice follow-
ing World War II. 

SS.912.HE.3.3
Explain the effects of Holocaust denial on contemporary society.

 � Students will explain how Holocaust denial has helped contribute to the cre-
ation of contemporary propaganda and the facile denial of political and social 
realities.

SS.912.HE.3.4
Explain why it is important for current and future generations to learn from the 
Holocaust.

 � Students will explain the significance of learning from Holocaust era primary 
sources created by Jews who perished and those who survived.

 � Students will explain the significance of listening to the testimony of Holo-
caust survivors (e.g., live and through organizations that offer pre-recorded 
digital testimony).

 � Students will describe the contributions of the Jews (e.g., arts, culture, medi-
cine, sciences) to the United States and the world.

 � Students will explain the significance of “Never Again.”

SS.912.HE.3.5
Recognize that antisemitism includes a certain perception of the Jewish people, 
which may be expressed as hatred toward Jewish people, rhetorical and physical 
manifestations of antisemitism directed toward a person or his or her property or 
toward Jewish community institutions or religious facilities.

 � Students will analyze examples of antisemitism (e.g., calling for, aiding, or 
justifying the killing or harming of Jews, often in the name of a radical ide-
ology or an extremist view of religion; making mendacious, dehumanizing, 
demonizing or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of 
Jews as a collective, especially, but not exclusively, the myth about a world 
Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or 
other societal institutions; accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for 
real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, 
the State of Israel, or even for acts committed by non-Jews; accusing Jews 
as a people or the State of Israel of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust; 
accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or the alleged priorities 
of Jews worldwide, than to the interest of their own nations).

 � Students will analyze examples of antisemitism related to Israel (e.g., demon-
izing Israel by using the symbols and images associated with classic antisem-
itism to characterize Israel or Israelis, drawing comparisons of contemporary 
Israeli policy to that of the Nazis, or blaming Israel for all inter-religious or 
political tensions; applying a double standard to Israel by requiring behavior 
of Israel that is not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation or 
focusing peace or human rights investigations only on Israel; delegitimizing 
Israel by denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination and deny-
ing Israel the right to exist). 

WORLD HISTORY
SS.912.W.7.8
Explain the causes, events, and effects of the Holocaust (1933-1945) including 
its roots in the long tradition of antisemitism, 19th century ideas about race and 
nation, and Nazi dehumanization of the Jews and other victims.

CURRICULUM STANDARDS

1936 – The Third Reich on show
March 3: Jewish doctors barred from practicing medicine  
                    in German institutions
March 7: Germans march into the Rhineland
June 17: Heinrich Himmler appointed Chief of German Police
July: Sachsenhausen concentration camp opens
October 25: Hitler and Mussolini form Rome-Berlin Axis  
1937 – Escalation of anti-Jewish propaganda 
Summer: Traveling exhibition called “Degenerate Art”,  
                     casting Jews as the enemy
July 15: Buchenwald concentration camp opens

1938 – Jewish persecution intensifies
March 13: Antisemitic decrees applied in Austria (Anschluss)  
April 26: Mandatory registration of all Jewish property 
July 6: Evian Conference on the problem of Jewish refugees  
August 1: Adolf Eichmann establishes the Office of Jewish Emigration  
                      in Vienna 
August 3: Italy enacts sweeping antisemitic laws  
September 30: Munich Conference: Great Britain and France agree  
                                 to German occupation of the Sudetenland 
October 5: Germans mark all Jewish passports with a large letter “J”  
October 28:  Polish Jews living in Germany expelled 

November 7: Assassination in Paris of German diplomat Ernst vom  
                            Rath by Herschel Grynszpan 
November 9-10: Kristallnacht (Night of Broken Glass) – Nazis and  
                                    German citizens turn on Jewish neighbors  
                                    destroying thousands of Jewish businesses, 
                                    synagogues & homes, and killing nearly 100 Jews
November 12: Law for compulsory Aryanization of all Jewish  
                                businesses
November 15: Jewish students expelled from German schools  
December 12: German Jews fined one billion Marks  for the 
                               destruction of property during Kristallnacht

For an explanation about the spelling of 
“antisemitism” vs. “anti-Semitism,” 

visit this link:
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/

antisemitism/spelling-antisemitism

If you are viewing this guide as a PDF 
or online, clicking on the hyperlinks 

will take you directly to the page on the 
internet for each specific link.

https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16174
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16202
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/3367
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16175
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16195
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16196
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16197
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16199
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16200
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16201
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/3497
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/antisemitism/spelling-antisemitism
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/antisemitism/spelling-antisemitism
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SS.912.HE.3.1
Analyze the international community’s efforts to hold perpetrators responsible for 
their involvement in the Holocaust.

 � Students will discuss the purpose and outcomes of the Nuremberg Trials and 
other subsequent trials related to the Holocaust.

 � Students will compare arguments by the prosecution and recognize the false-
hoods offered by the defense during the Nuremberg Trials (e.g., Justice Robert 
Jackson’s opening statement, Prosecutor Ben Ferencz’s opening statement, ex 
post facto laws, non-existent terminology, crimes against humanity, genocide, 
statute of limitations, jurisdictional issues).

 � Students will discuss how members of the international community were com-
plicit in assisting perpetrators’ escape from both Germany and justice follow-
ing World War II. 

SS.912.HE.3.3
Explain the effects of Holocaust denial on contemporary society.

 � Students will explain how Holocaust denial has helped contribute to the cre-
ation of contemporary propaganda and the facile denial of political and social 
realities.

SS.912.HE.3.4
Explain why it is important for current and future generations to learn from the 
Holocaust.

 � Students will explain the significance of learning from Holocaust era primary 
sources created by Jews who perished and those who survived.

 � Students will explain the significance of listening to the testimony of Holo-
caust survivors (e.g., live and through organizations that offer pre-recorded 
digital testimony).

 � Students will describe the contributions of the Jews (e.g., arts, culture, medi-
cine, sciences) to the United States and the world.

 � Students will explain the significance of “Never Again.”

SS.912.HE.3.5
Recognize that antisemitism includes a certain perception of the Jewish people, 
which may be expressed as hatred toward Jewish people, rhetorical and physical 
manifestations of antisemitism directed toward a person or his or her property or 
toward Jewish community institutions or religious facilities.

 � Students will analyze examples of antisemitism (e.g., calling for, aiding, or 
justifying the killing or harming of Jews, often in the name of a radical ide-
ology or an extremist view of religion; making mendacious, dehumanizing, 
demonizing or stereotypical allegations about Jews as such or the power of 
Jews as a collective, especially, but not exclusively, the myth about a world 
Jewish conspiracy or of Jews controlling the media, economy, government or 
other societal institutions; accusing Jews as a people of being responsible for 
real or imagined wrongdoing committed by a single Jewish person or group, 
the State of Israel, or even for acts committed by non-Jews; accusing Jews 
as a people or the State of Israel of inventing or exaggerating the Holocaust; 
accusing Jewish citizens of being more loyal to Israel, or the alleged priorities 
of Jews worldwide, than to the interest of their own nations).

 � Students will analyze examples of antisemitism related to Israel (e.g., demon-
izing Israel by using the symbols and images associated with classic antisem-
itism to characterize Israel or Israelis, drawing comparisons of contemporary 
Israeli policy to that of the Nazis, or blaming Israel for all inter-religious or 
political tensions; applying a double standard to Israel by requiring behavior 
of Israel that is not expected or demanded of any other democratic nation or 
focusing peace or human rights investigations only on Israel; delegitimizing 
Israel by denying the Jewish people their right to self-determination and deny-
ing Israel the right to exist). 

WORLD HISTORY
SS.912.W.7.8
Explain the causes, events, and effects of the Holocaust (1933-1945) including 
its roots in the long tradition of antisemitism, 19th century ideas about race and 
nation, and Nazi dehumanization of the Jews and other victims.

INTRODUCTION TO HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR TESTIMONIES 
WRITTEN BY PINE VIEW SCHOOL STUDENTS:
The Sarasota-Manatee area has been home to many Holocaust survivors. Our community 
has also experienced a great loss as survivors have passed away. Pine View School students 
have met with 10 area survivors to capture their stories for us to use with our studies of 
Holocaust education. Each of these abbreviated testimonies has a QR code which leads 
to the full testimony as written by the students. In addition, each has a link that leads to 
another testimony of a survivor who had a similar experience or to information about 
experiences and other people they encountered. You may decide to use these testimonies 
with your students, however, as with any resource, be sure to read them carefully and no-
tify any parties (administrator, parents, etc.) for permissions. These are recommended for 
secondary students.

From Stephen P. Covert, Ph.D. – Principal, Pine View School for the Gifted:
Religious hatred and cultural scapegoating of the Jewish people ushered in the Holocaust 
and was to lead to over six million murders of Jews throughout Europe in World War II, 
and the greatest mobilization of peoples all over the world to fight against antisemitism, 
fascism, demagoguery, xenophobia, ultranationalism, homophobia and more. This fight, 
unfortunately, continues to this day, and we all share a mutual responsibility to help educate 
and enlighten students and communities everywhere to the horrors of the Holocaust, so his-
tory never again repeats itself. Pine View students interviewed 10 Holocaust survivors, and 
it is a privilege to share their stories in this guide. Also, thank you to Pine View teachers 
Chris Lenerz and Mark Goebel for their work on this project and to The Jewish Federation 
of Sarasota-Manatee for helping to make this project possible. It is an honor to provide an 
introduction to the Holocaust Education Week Teachers’ Guide, and partner in spreading 
this critically important message – now more than ever.

Rifka Glatz
By Felicity Chang, Class of 2023

 Clutching her mother’s hand, a little girl – six and a half years old – watched as a 
woman cried in the bathroom. Although, the row of outdoor toilets, with no doors, 
no privacy, no way to flush, as it was practically an open ditch, could hardly be 

called a bathroom. “Why are you crying?” her mother asked. “I looked down and my 
glasses fell into the toilet,” the woman answered. That moment stuck with the little girl, 
Rifka Glatz, as she realized just how difficult life would be for the woman who lost her only 
means of sight at Bergen-Belsen, a Nazi concentration camp.

Rifka was too young to truly think about it, to comprehend 
the concept of life or death, but she knew that she and her fami-
ly were in a dangerous situation. She knew it as she stared at the 
crying woman, and she knew it back in their modest apartment 
in Kolozsvár, Hungary – modern-day Cluj-Napoca, Romania. 
After Germany invaded Poland in 1939, igniting the onset of 
World War II, the Nazi regime would begin to systemically seg-
regate European Jews from their communities. Rifka, at the age 
of five, was not allowed by her mother to leave the door without 
wearing a yellow star.

“We were not ashamed to be Jewish, but that was a hateful 
symbol to put on us, so that everybody who sees you in the 
street, if they don’t like you, they can spit on you. They can 

curse you. They can kick you,” Rifka said.
In the summer of 1944, her mother, who was – according to Rifka – a smart woman, 

knew instinctively that the Nazis would come for her family. Her mother instructed Rifka’s 
brother, who was around 13 years old at the time, to dress his younger sister in layered 
clothing, regardless of the scorching summer heat.

Without Rifka’s knowledge, her mother also retrieved the scroll from the mezuzah 
case affixed to their doorpost. Upon the parchment scroll were Hebrew words of the She-
ma, or a daily declaration of faith, reminding those in the home of their connection to God. 
Her mother sewed the parchment into the lining of her own jacket. It was undiscovered by 
Nazi soldiers and, much later, given to Rifka as a gift on her wedding day.

“I was so touched, and I thought to 
myself, ‘How could she even think about 
it?’ Here she is with two children. She 
worries about us. She worries about her 
husband who hasn’t returned from forced 
labor camp,” Rifka said. “She doesn’t 
know what’s happening with him. She 
doesn’t know what will happen to us, and 
she is thinking of something like this. 
That’s real faith.”

Bundled in layers of warm clothing, 
Rifka was shuffled onto a truck with her 
mother and brother. The truck arrived in a Kolozsvár brickyard factory. The bricks were 
stacked on a table to dry, with all four walls open to the outside air, and there, Rifka and 
her family stayed for several weeks. On a day that seemed like any other, yet proved to be 
anything but, they were brought to Budapest and shoved into a cattle car, or train wagon 
typically used to transport livestock. The cattle cars, used by Nazi Germany to transport 
large groups of Jewish people, regardless of age, each had a single window and not much 
else. There were no seats and no bathroom, as a bucket was used instead. People took off 
their jackets and shielded themselves the best they could. “It was horrendous. A lot of peo-
ple cried. I was just taking it all in as a child,” Rifka said.

The cattle cars eventually arrived in Bergen-Belsen, a concentration camp in north-
west Germany. When Rifka and her family got off the cattle cars and went through the gate 
to the camp, her mother wrapped her in a blanket and held her like a baby.

“They asked her, ‘Is the child sick?’ and she said, ‘No, the child is sleeping,’ and they 
let me through. She was afraid of them taking me away from her, 
but I stayed with her all along,” Rifka said.

While Bergen-Belsen had no gas chambers, the Jewish Virtual 
Library estimates that 50,000 people died there of starvation, over-
work, disease, brutality and sadistic medical experiments.

When asked about the significance of sharing her life experi-
ences, Rifka said, “I feel a great obligation to tell my story – not 
because I love my story, but because people have to understand 
and learn from me to never, ever let this happen again.

Rifka Glatz – Resources:
Oral History Interview with Alice Lok Cahana: 
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn504445 
Information about Rudolf (Rezso) Kasztner:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/rudolf-rezsoe-kasztner

1939 – The world at war
January 30: Hitler publicly declares: “...if war erupts it will mean  
                          the Vernichtung (extermination) of European Jews” 
March 15: Germany occupies Czechoslovakia 

August 23: Soviet Union and Germany sign non-aggression pact  
                        (Molotov-Ribbentrip) 
September 1: Germany invades Poland; World War II begins
September 21: SS Leader Reinhard Heydrich, principal architect of the Holocaust,   
                                 issues directives to establish ghettos in German-occupied Poland 

October 12: Germany begins deporting Austrian & Czech 
                            Jews to Poland  
October 28: First Polish ghetto established in Piotrków 
November 23: Jews in German-occupied Poland forced  
                               to wear an arm band or yellow star

Rifka Glatz

Rifka Glatz interviewed by Felicity Chang

Ginette Hersh 
By Zoe Merritt, Class of 2022

Ginette Hersh was born five years shy of a century ago in 1927. For myself, that 
number is purely conceptual and incredibly distant. For Hersh, however, she re-
members as if it was yesterday. Sitting down with Ginette Hersh, one of the first 

things that struck me was that she was very matter of fact. When you’ve been through such 
trauma, things might need to be handled that way. 

Just before the cameras started rolling, Bette Zaret, one of the key coordinators of the 
interviews, leaned down by my seat and whispered in my ear, 
“Don’t forget to ask her how she met her husband at the end.” 

On the way to Lyon, a boy helped her grandmother, who had 
an infant and Hersh’s cousin with her, to go south to be with the 
rest of the family. Years later, Hersh would meet this boy again 
around the very end of the war. They got married on July 28, 
1950. She told the story of meeting him closer to the end of our 
interview, ending with a note of hope. 

“I was hiding in school, so I was lucky,” she said. Both she 
and her brother were “Hidden Children,” as they’re known today. 
Though she never continued her education after the war, Hersh 
was able to get some schooling, where she learned English. 

Hersh was hidden in boarding schools; her younger brother 
was either with their parents or in monasteries. When we began talking about the journey 
her family made from their home in Dijon at the start of the war, Hersh pulled out a piece 
of paper – a map of France in color, carefully labeled and marked. There was a star over 
Dijon. Her finger retraced the escape her family made to Lyon so many years ago. 

It was after this part of the interview that she talked about reuniting with her uncle 
and cousins, how her grandmother was able to join them, and her aunt Rochelle’s sacrifice. 

“I am going to tell you the story of my Aunt Rochelle,” Hersh said, stating the shift in 
conversation as decidedly. Rochelle was taken by the 
police from her store. 

“He said it was because we are taking all the Jews 
to the police station,” said Hersh. So she understood 
what was going on. “Rochelle said to the policeman, 
‘Look, I will go with you quietly. Let my mother and 
my children go.’” 

Hearing her talk about her aunt felt like I was 
listening to a woman fulfill a duty. In their stories, 
Holocaust survivors keep family, friends, coworkers 
and strangers alive. In tragedy, the stories of the living 
keep safe within them innumerable dead. 

I noticed that throughout the interview she would 
lead a story with, “I have to tell you a story.” With fewer and fewer Holocaust survivors 
left today, the need for their stories of survival has never been so strong. Underneath every 
chance or decision to tell her story is a drive to do so. 

“We were under the false impression that women were not in danger even though they 
were Jewish. We thought only the men were in danger,” Hersh said about her aunt. “But 
we were wrong.” 

At a cafe with her father to sell diamonds from a piece of jewelry, a man ran in, telling 
everyone that he had jumped off a train taking people to a concentration camp to be gassed. 

“And you know what? Nobody believed him because we didn’t think such an inhuman 
thing was happening, but we knew nothing,” she said. “We didn’t have a leader, we didn’t 
have a newspaper, we didn’t have a book. We didn’t have anything.” 

At the end of the interview, I asked Hersh why she tells her story. Her words are going 
to stick with me for as long as I live. “I’m telling my story because I want the world to know 
that there was such a thing as a Holocaust. My granddaughter is a 
teacher in a school where their curriculum is not to talk about Jewish 
history or the Holocaust, or Black history or the horrible things that 
happened to Black people years ago. And I think that it should be 
taught everywhere. And whenever I’m asked to speak in a school, 
I’m always there. No matter what I have to do, I will come to the 
school first. I am a survivor… my aim in life and in my old age is to 
tell the children that there was such a thing as the Holocaust, and I  
survived it.”

Ginette Hersh – Resources:
Hetty D’Ancona Deleeuwe Describes the Difficulties of Going into Hiding:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/hetty-dancona-deleeuwe-
describes-difficulties-of-going-into-hiding 
Renee Schwalb Fritz Describes Her Experience as a Jewish Child  
Hiding in a Catholic Convent:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/renee-schwalb-fritz-describes-
her-experience-as-a-jewish-child-hiding-in-a-catholic-convent 

Ginette Hersh

The route that Ginette Hersh’s family 
took to escape the Nazis

https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16197
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16199
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16200
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/16201
https://www.cpalms.org/PreviewStandard/Preview/3497
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn504445
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/rudolf-rezsoe-kasztner
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/hetty-dancona-deleeuwe-describes-difficulties-of-going-into-hiding
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/hetty-dancona-deleeuwe-describes-difficulties-of-going-into-hiding
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/renee-schwalb-fritz-describes-her-experience-as-a-jewish-child-hiding-in-a-catholic-convent
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/renee-schwalb-fritz-describes-her-experience-as-a-jewish-child-hiding-in-a-catholic-convent
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George Erdstein
By Peyton Harris, Class of 2022

In a series of chain reactions, George Erdstein believes his life has been dominated by 
cascading effects of luck. 

“I was too young. I don’t have numbers on my arms. You could say I was lucky, but 
I experienced a certain aspect of the Holocaust, being in New York with German-speaking 
parents while the war was still going on. That was embarrassing,” Erdstein said. “All I 
wanted to do was to fit in and be an American kid, on my birth certificate [too]. My name is 
G E O R G without the E at the end. That’s the German interpretation of George.” 

When Erdstein got his American citizenship papers 
at age seven, he insisted that his name be spelled with an 
E at the end. 

“I’m sorry to this day, because I denied who I was at 
the time,” Erdstein said. 

Erdstein was born in 1938, in Vienna, Austria, im-
migrating with his family as refugees to Washington 
Heights in New York. 

“My story really is not so much about me, but my 
family and I’m a part of it. How they reacted to the Ho-
locaust had a lot to do with when I was born,” he said. 

During Kristallnacht, his father was arrested and 
beaten by Nazi soldiers who tried forcing him to confess 
to consorting with a non-Jewish woman. 

“There’s a story of luck there... An affidavit came 
from an uncle of his in New York, just like I’d say from 
heaven,” Erdstein said. “My mother walked it over to 

the Gestapo headquarters, which is where my father was being held... The affidavit was 
not for the rest of the family – only for him and his younger brother. He left us. He had no 
choice… I would consider that kind of lucky, that this affidavit arrived just when it did… 
They would’ve killed him.” 

Erdstein grew up knowing he was a refugee, but not of the horror his parents and older 
sibling had endured in Austria. 

“Growing up, I didn’t want to know anything about it... But as I got older, it meant 
more and more – more a part of me. Now I’m 83 years old… I got involved with this Ho-
locaust Museum. I was a docent 
for a while… I was putting piec-
es together,” he said. 

Erdstein feels that he was 
essentially a football – some-
thing that bounced around and 
affected his parents’ movements. 

“If I weren’t born just when 
I was, my parents probably 
wouldn’t have gone into hid-
ing. Who knows, they would’ve 
tried to escape. They tell me I 
saved their lives. I don’t believe 
it,” he said, smiling. 

He pauses. “Can I tell you a 
story about luck?” 

Erdstein taps his fingers against the armrest of the chair, contemplating: “June 1 was 
my father’s birthday. He turned 39, and Jews of Austria were very stressed, but it was his 
birthday. It was a beautiful day. My parents were invited to friend’s in a suburb of Vienna. 
My mother was very pregnant with me at the time.

 “My father had always been athletic. He said, ‘Oh, it’s so beautiful. It’s my birthday. I 
would love to walk in the hills...’ My mother couldn’t accommodate him as she was preg-
nant, so he went on his own. While he was gone, SS officers came to the door looking for 
men. They look at my mother, and say, 

‘Where’s your husband?’ She says, ‘He’s not here.’ They say, ‘Well, we’ll wait for 
him.’

“It was time for my father to get back. But he said to himself, ‘It’s my birthday. I’m 
gonna walk one more’… 

The SS officers can’t wait any longer. As they walked out the front door, my father 
walked in the back door, like stage right, stage left… My father’s love of nature saved his 
life that day. That was luck.” 

Erdstein is an author of several books relating to the Holocaust, including a 2007 fic-
tional novel he describes as “an appreciation of life in a post-Holocaust world.” 

He has three children, one of whom is a rabbi, one who lives 
in Israel and one who lives in Michigan. He feels that the history 
of the Holocaust, ugly as it is, must be preserved. 

“Unfortunately, the Holocaust is more relevant than ever,” 
Erdstein said. “I think the lessons of the Holocaust is… breaking 
differences among everybody. Jews are just one group of people. 
You’ve got Muslims who are being harassed, other people – we 
have to deal with [it].”

HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR TESTIMONIES WRITTEN BY PINE VIEW SCHOOL STUDENTS

George Erdstein – Resources:
Hanne Hirsch Liebmann Describes the Effects of Kristallnacht:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/hanne-hirsch-liebmann-
describes-the-effects-of-kristallnacht-the-night-of-broken-glass
Sample Affidavit Helena Rubinstein:
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn44963#?rsc=21655&cv=0&c=0&m=0
&s=0&xywh=-422%2C-284%2C3766%2C4556 
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Helga Melmed
By Grace Johnson, Class of 2022, and Lindsay Luberecki, Class of 2025

In 1928, Helga Melmed was born into a home that loved her, surrounded by a world that 
hated her for being Jewish. 

She described her childhood in Berlin fondly. Her parents did their best to shelter 
her from the increasingly hateful world, but at age five, she felt the impact of the Nazi 
regime. 

“My teacher beat my hands with a ruler until they were bloody. She told the kids to 
call me a dirty Jew. I went home to my mama and asked, ‘Why?’” Helga said. “She told 
me to be proud to be a Jew.”

Still, Helga felt singled out.
In the suburbs of Berlin, though, Helga found a place 

where she felt safe: a private Jewish school.
“I was very safe and happy there,” Helga said, “until 

1938. Kristallnacht.”
Helga was 10 years old when she witnessed her school 

and temple burn. The haven that she cherished was gone. 
Nazi soldiers came to Helga’s door on October 18, 

1941, and told her family to get ready. 
“They said, ‘We will take you to a better place,’” she 

said. “What could be better than home?”
They were taken to a slaughterhouse. Helga’s parents 

hid her between them, but she could still hear the screams.
Hundreds of people were put into cattle cars and trans-

ported to a ghetto in Lodz, Poland. There, women worked 
in a factory, and men – including her father – performed hard labor. 

One day, Nazi soldiers forced the men to run in circles as target practice. Her father 
was shot.

Helga’s mother later became extremely sick. On Helga’s 14th birthday, her mother 
gave her “the best onion I ever had,” Helga said, before her mother died that night. 

At the factory, one of the ghetto’s leaders adopted eight children, including Helga. It 
was then that she met her camp sisters: Ganya, Maja and Miriam. The four girls would 
continue to stick together.

As the Russians approached Poland, the girls were sent 
to Auschwitz.

The sisters were taken to a warehouse where rows of 
girls sat on the ground. They were regularly called up for in-
spection by dogs. Helga has a scar on her hand from where 
she was bitten.

The Nazis called out numbers, sending them to the gas 
chambers. It was a terrifying waiting game. 

“You can’t imagine how frightened we were,” Helga 
said.

One day, the girls were called. “We thought it was our 
last moment,” she said. “We were hugging and kissing each 
other goodbye... They shaved every bit of hair off us... They 
made us get undressed and told us to get into the showers. We knew that was the end.”

Bald, naked and clinging to one another, the sisters walked into the showers. 
“We knew we were not going to come out. But, as it turns out, it was water. It wasn’t 

gas,” Helga said. “Then they threw some clothes at us... [and] transported us.”
The camp sisters were taken to Neuengamme, a concentration camp in Hamburg. Hel-

ga was sent to a subdivision where she was forced to do hard labor.
As the bombing grew more severe, the Nazis took the prisoners on trucks into the 

suburbs. It was then that Helga was separated from her camp sisters. She felt “ready to 
die,” she said. 

In April 1945, Helga was liberated, carried out on a board by British and American 
troops. She was taken to a Swedish hospital, where she stayed for a year and a half. She 
weighed just 46 pounds when she arrived. 

“Our legs were so thin that we could go around like that with our fingers,” Helga said, 
holding up her hand, her pointer finger and thumb forming a small circle. 

Helga’s aunt brought her to New York City. She enrolled in high school at age 19. 
After school, Helga was hired by a Jewish hospital, where she met her “soul friend” 

Liebe. Helga later married Liebe’s brother Charles. She also discovered that all her camp 
sisters survived. 

At age 94, Helga leads a life full of books, puzzles, knitting and excursions to Bayfront 
Park with her daughter Lisa. 

Helga said “Hope, being young... and the companionship” 
with her camp sisters kept her going.

To give back to the community, Helga started speaking in 
schools. If just one child who hears her story strays from divisive-
ness, she said her time has been well spent.

“Don’t fall in the trap of hating people. Respect each other,” 
Helga said. “You don’t have to love each other, but you can respect 
each other.”

HOLOCAUST EDUCATION WEEK TEACHERS’ GUIDE

Pieter Kohnstam – Resources:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/amsterdam
The Fall of Rotterdam (Primary Source Video):
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/film/fall-of-rotterdam 
Escaping through the Pyrenees (image):
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/photo/escaping-though-the-pyrenees 
Map Escape Routes from German Occupied Europe 1942:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/map/escape-routes-from-german-occupied-
europe-1942 

Pieter Kohnstam
By Joanna Malvas, Class of 2022

You are the future. Pointing his finger toward me and inching a bit closer, Pieter 
Kohnstam said, “I want to encourage you, that if I leave something for you today 
that you think is worthwhile, you will forward it and transmit it to others. So that 

this is not the end, but the beginning. That’s what education is all about.” 
Witnessing the manifestation of the Nazi regime in the Netherlands – from the Nurem-

berg Race Laws to Nazi raids – Pieter expressed that he never had the opportunity to dream 
as a child. He was born in 1936, and by the time he was 
six years old, his parents were left with few options. 
Knowing that this could easily be the end, his grand-
mother suggested that if the family didn’t leave, she 
would close the apartment, turn on the gas and blow it 
up. This decision spiraled into a 10-month flight, most-
ly on foot, through The Netherlands, Belgium, France 
and Spain. The flight finally ended as the Kohnstams 
settled in Argentina.

In the early days of his childhood in Merwedeplein, 
Pieter lived two apartments away from the Otto Frank 
family. The Frank family had a strong connection with 
the Kohnstams, both being of German Jewish heritage, 
and Pieter’s mother had a very similar nature to that of 
Anne Frank, as described by Pieter. The Frank family 

and Pieter’s parents became really good friends; Anne Frank and Pieter’s mother hit it off 
immediately. When Edith, Anne’s mother, complained to Pieter’s mother that Anne was 
leaving papers all around their apartment, Pieter’s mother suggested that she buy Anne a 
diary for her 13th birthday. And so it was. 

“It was a daily occurrence, almost every hour, every minute, killings took place, the 
Germans hitting, picking people up and pushing and beating them. Raids were part of it,” 
Pieter said. “Many times, they murdered people right there, like they did to our neighbors 
living in the next apartment. They came in, murdered a family except for one girl who 
somehow survived.” 

After the letter for deportation arrived, the Franks decided to go into hiding. The two 
families exchanged an emotional parting on July 6, 1942. The Franks had invited Pieter’s 
family to go into hiding with them in the Annex, but they knew that keeping a six-year-old 
boy quiet wouldn’t work. 

After the raids, the flight began. His father Hans would leave ahead of his mother 
Ruth, and Pieter and the family would reconvene at a railroad station in Amsterdam. Unfor-
tunately, Pieter and his parents had to leave Clara, Pieter’s grandmother, behind. They had 
made arrangements with the milkman to pick her up and take her into hiding. As recorded 
by Hans, Pieter continuously questioned why Clara wasn’t leaving with them and whether 
they would be able to see her again. 

Fortunately, Pieter’s mother was multilingual, hence, she was key to figuring out who 
to trust on their flight. At 
one point, crossing a dan-
gerous and difficult border 
from Perpignan to Barce-
lona, she was apprehended. 
Later on, Pieter found out 
that his mother was work-
ing for the Free France re-
sistance that countered the 
Nazi German occupation 
forces in France after the 
1940 military collapse of a 
Metropolitan France. They lost contact with her for a few months and eventually she smug-
gled herself out of the woman’s camp. 

Pieter’s mother had been detained and imprisoned crossing the border and they were 
now alone with no communication with her. Pieter’s father did not speak Spanish and had 
him in tow. Pieter’s mother was able to act as an interpreter and was freed from the camp 
three months later. She met up with the family at the prearranged inn. One morning, Pieter 
and his parents were sitting at a café when a man introduced himself and started chatting 
with them in German. After hearing the story of their flight, he became very interested and 
contacted the Chief of Police of Barcelona. The Chief of Police was moved by the story 
and immediately called the new Bishop of Barcelona to arrange 
for a meeting. Argentina required by law original certificates of 
baptism. After a long meeting with the bishop, claiming inspiration 
from God, the bishop granted the original certificates of baptism. 
The result was that with the help of Pieter’s mother’s uncle in Ar-
gentina, they received financial help. They embarked in steerage 
on a Spanish freighter for a two-month sailing, fraught with coun-
terintelligence spies from the Axis that were onboard. They finally 
landed in Buenos Aires in July 1943.

1940 – Nazi persecution across Europe 
April 9: Germany occupies Denmark and southern Norway 
May 7: Lodz Ghetto sealed 
May 10:  Germany invades the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg  
                   and France 

May 20: Concentration camp established at Auschwitz 
June 22: France surrenders
August 8: Battle of Britain begins  
September 27: Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axis 
November 16: Warsaw Ghetto sealed 

1941 – The “Final Solution”
January 21-26: Anti-Jewish riots in Romania 
February 1: German authorities transfer Polish Jews to Warsaw Ghetto 
March: Adolf Eichmann appointed head of the Gestapo Jewish Affairs     
                department

George Erdstein

Pieter Kohnstam

Helga Melmed

Pieter Kohnstam interviewed by Joanna Malvas

George Erdstein interviewed by Peyton Harris

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/hanne-hirsch-liebmann-describes-the-effects-of-kristallnacht-the-night-of-broken-glass
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/hanne-hirsch-liebmann-describes-the-effects-of-kristallnacht-the-night-of-broken-glass
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn44963#?rsc=21655&cv=0&c=0&m=0&s=0&xywh=-422%2C-284%2C3766%2C4556
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn44963#?rsc=21655&cv=0&c=0&m=0&s=0&xywh=-422%2C-284%2C3766%2C4556
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/amsterdam
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/film/fall-of-rotterdam
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/photo/escaping-though-the-pyrenees
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/map/escape-routes-from-german-occupied-europe-1942
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/map/escape-routes-from-german-occupied-europe-1942
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Helga Melmed
By Grace Johnson, Class of 2022, and Lindsay Luberecki, Class of 2025

In 1928, Helga Melmed was born into a home that loved her, surrounded by a world that 
hated her for being Jewish. 

She described her childhood in Berlin fondly. Her parents did their best to shelter 
her from the increasingly hateful world, but at age five, she felt the impact of the Nazi 
regime. 

“My teacher beat my hands with a ruler until they were bloody. She told the kids to 
call me a dirty Jew. I went home to my mama and asked, ‘Why?’” Helga said. “She told 
me to be proud to be a Jew.”

Still, Helga felt singled out.
In the suburbs of Berlin, though, Helga found a place 

where she felt safe: a private Jewish school.
“I was very safe and happy there,” Helga said, “until 

1938. Kristallnacht.”
Helga was 10 years old when she witnessed her school 

and temple burn. The haven that she cherished was gone. 
Nazi soldiers came to Helga’s door on October 18, 

1941, and told her family to get ready. 
“They said, ‘We will take you to a better place,’” she 

said. “What could be better than home?”
They were taken to a slaughterhouse. Helga’s parents 

hid her between them, but she could still hear the screams.
Hundreds of people were put into cattle cars and trans-

ported to a ghetto in Lodz, Poland. There, women worked 
in a factory, and men – including her father – performed hard labor. 

One day, Nazi soldiers forced the men to run in circles as target practice. Her father 
was shot.

Helga’s mother later became extremely sick. On Helga’s 14th birthday, her mother 
gave her “the best onion I ever had,” Helga said, before her mother died that night. 

At the factory, one of the ghetto’s leaders adopted eight children, including Helga. It 
was then that she met her camp sisters: Ganya, Maja and Miriam. The four girls would 
continue to stick together.

As the Russians approached Poland, the girls were sent 
to Auschwitz.

The sisters were taken to a warehouse where rows of 
girls sat on the ground. They were regularly called up for in-
spection by dogs. Helga has a scar on her hand from where 
she was bitten.

The Nazis called out numbers, sending them to the gas 
chambers. It was a terrifying waiting game. 

“You can’t imagine how frightened we were,” Helga 
said.

One day, the girls were called. “We thought it was our 
last moment,” she said. “We were hugging and kissing each 
other goodbye... They shaved every bit of hair off us... They 
made us get undressed and told us to get into the showers. We knew that was the end.”

Bald, naked and clinging to one another, the sisters walked into the showers. 
“We knew we were not going to come out. But, as it turns out, it was water. It wasn’t 

gas,” Helga said. “Then they threw some clothes at us... [and] transported us.”
The camp sisters were taken to Neuengamme, a concentration camp in Hamburg. Hel-

ga was sent to a subdivision where she was forced to do hard labor.
As the bombing grew more severe, the Nazis took the prisoners on trucks into the 

suburbs. It was then that Helga was separated from her camp sisters. She felt “ready to 
die,” she said. 

In April 1945, Helga was liberated, carried out on a board by British and American 
troops. She was taken to a Swedish hospital, where she stayed for a year and a half. She 
weighed just 46 pounds when she arrived. 

“Our legs were so thin that we could go around like that with our fingers,” Helga said, 
holding up her hand, her pointer finger and thumb forming a small circle. 

Helga’s aunt brought her to New York City. She enrolled in high school at age 19. 
After school, Helga was hired by a Jewish hospital, where she met her “soul friend” 

Liebe. Helga later married Liebe’s brother Charles. She also discovered that all her camp 
sisters survived. 

At age 94, Helga leads a life full of books, puzzles, knitting and excursions to Bayfront 
Park with her daughter Lisa. 

Helga said “Hope, being young... and the companionship” 
with her camp sisters kept her going.

To give back to the community, Helga started speaking in 
schools. If just one child who hears her story strays from divisive-
ness, she said her time has been well spent.

“Don’t fall in the trap of hating people. Respect each other,” 
Helga said. “You don’t have to love each other, but you can respect 
each other.”

Helga Melmed – Resources:
A Close Call by Fritz Gluckstein:
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/holocaust-reflections-testimonies/echoes-of-
memory/a-close-call
Edward Lessing Describes Wearing the Compulsory Jewish Badge:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/edward-lessing-describes-
wearing-the-compulsory-jewish-badge 
Auschwitz: https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/auschwitz 

Marcel Infeld – Resources:
Escape from German Occupied Europe:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/escape-from-german-occupied-
europe 
Pages from a Child’s Diary:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/
search?perPage=10&query=Switzerland&languages%5B%5D= 

Marcel Infeld
By Lucy Collins, Class of 2022

Every day, Marcel Infeld plays pickleball and walks two miles. He is a member of 
Pelican Cove’s finance committee. He is a charming, well-dressed and well-spoken 
man with a slight European accent. He and his wife adopted a baby girl from China 

who is now 26 years old. He describes himself as an optimist, which is evident when you 
speak with him. His life, however, was forever impacted by the Holocaust. 

Nazi soldiers captured Antwerp, Belgium, in 1940, the year after Marcel was born. 
The family stayed in Antwerp as long as they could, but when the Nazis began rounding up 
Jewish people, they fled to Lyon, France. 

One day, someone called the police on him, his sis-
ter and his parents because they weren’t wearing Jewish 
stars. 

His father was arrested and taken to a sports arena 
outside of Paris in Darcey to await deportation to Aus-
chwitz. He was gassed the day he arrived. 

The rest of the family went to Switzerland after 
Marcel’s father was arrested. Since the Swiss govern-
ment was housing the exiled Dutch government at the 
time, Dutch citizens were allowed to cross. Marcel’s 
mother obtained forged Dutch citizen identification. 
Since they spoke Flemish, they were granted passage 
into Switzerland. 

“[My earliest memory] was 1945 in Switzerland. I 
was looking up at the sky. I saw the moon during the 

day, and I said to myself, ‘What’s the moon doing there? It’s only seen at night,’” he said. 
After the war ended, the family decided they needed a fresh start. Marcel’s mother was 

able to get a spot to immigrate to British-controlled Palestine. 
“[Life was] really hard. We were in a kibbutz for the first six months, and they sup-

ported us… Mother was not employable because it was not a time when women worked, 
so she could not support us. She placed my sister with my aunt, and she placed me in an 
orphanage,” he said. 

Marcel lived in the orphanage for three years.
In 1946, Marcel’s mother returned to Antwerp to find a husband to support the family. 

She met a Hungarian Jew whose wife and five children perished in Auschwitz. After they 
married, they had two more children and reunited with Marcel and his sister. 

With French as his mother tongue, Marcel learned Hebrew while living in Palestine. 
He also spoke Yiddish and Flemish. 

In 1951, Marcel’s family moved to New York City. He picked up English quickly but 
has since forgotten Flemish. He still remembers all the other languages.

Marcel’s mother passed away when he was 15, and he was once again separated from 
his siblings. 

“After high school, I no longer felt comfort-
able being Orthodox, so I became secular. That 
was difficult because it was a closed community 
– the Orthodox community – and anyone who left 
it was frowned upon,” Marcel said. “My parents 
died when I was young, so I was left without par-
ents and without community… Beyond the age 
of 15, I was making my own life decisions. I was 
making the best decisions I could.” 

After high school, he taught at an Ortho-
dox religious school during the day and attended 
Brooklyn College at night, where he majored in 
math and physics. He received his degree after 
six years and decided to join the Peace Corps and 
moved to Ethiopia where he spent two years as a 
schoolteacher. 

When he returned, he attended UNC Chapel 
Hill for a master’s in public health. He began working with the Office of Economic Op-
portunity, an anti-poverty government program focused on establishing health centers and 
resources for low-income individuals. He later worked as an HMO director, a healthcare 
consultant, a high school teacher and a real estate broker. 

“My biggest struggle was survival, maintaining both mental and physical health,” he 
said. “Under normal circumstances, I think to myself, ‘What would I have done?’ I would 
have probably gone into finance because I’m good with numbers.” 

Marcel and his wife moved to Sarasota two years ago and joined Congregation 
Kol HaNeshama. He teaches classes such as “American Jewish 
Thought Since the 1930s,” Hebrew Bible classes and Hebrew 
reading classes. 

“I feel like I need to share my knowledge. It’s a drive within 
me,” he said. “I feel an obligation to the six million. I survived for 
a purpose. For me it means to maintain Jewish humanistic values 
that the Nazis tried to destroy, to live a life of normalcy despite 
upheavals and to promote Jewish culture to the best of my ability.”

Marcel Infeld’s false papers as a 4-year-old 
“Dutch” refugee in Switzerland
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September 1: German Jews required to wear yellow Star of David with  
                               the word “Jude”  
September 28-29: 34,000 Jews massacred at Babi Yar outside Kiev
October: Auschwitz II (Birkenau) established as extermination camp  
                    designed to kill Jews, Roma, the disabled, gays and others 

December 7: Japan attacks Pearl Harbor 
December 8: Chelmno extermination camp begins operations:   
                             340,000 Jews, 20,000 Poles and Czechs murdered  
                             by April 1943 
December 11: United States declares war on Japan & Germany

Helga Melmed Marcel Infeld

Helga Melmed at age 13

1941 – The “Final Solution,” continued
April 6: Germany occupies Yugoslavia and Greece 
June 22: Germany invades the Soviet Union 
July 31: Hermann Göring appoints Heydrich to implement  
                  the  “Final Solution”  

https://www.ushmm.org/remember/holocaust-reflections-testimonies/echoes-of-memory/a-close-call
https://www.ushmm.org/remember/holocaust-reflections-testimonies/echoes-of-memory/a-close-call
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/edward-lessing-describes-wearing-the-compulsory-jewish-badge
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/edward-lessing-describes-wearing-the-compulsory-jewish-badge
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/auschwitz
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/escape-from-german-occupied-europe
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/escape-from-german-occupied-europe
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/search?perPage=10&query=Switzerland&languages%5B%5D=
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/search?perPage=10&query=Switzerland&languages%5B%5D=
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Marlies Gluck
By Kai Sprunger, Class of 2024

A mother’s soft hands delicately held a needle, plunging it gently through the garment 
before effortlessly making a knot. Soon one knot turned to many and an elegant de-
sign formed from the thread, spelling out the name of two-year-old Marlies Gluck, 

who stood to the side, watching in awe. Piles of clothing filled the floor as her mother 
sewed the names of each family member onto their clothes with both determination and 
uncertainty. 

The family lived with constant fear and unease as 
Hitler and the Nazis had taken power in the Nether-
lands. Earlier that day, a summons had come in the mail, 
stating that the family must leave for a work camp. It 
seemed that they had no choice but to leave, so Gluck’s 
mother was sewing with determination. 

Suddenly, a member of the Dutch Underground 
came to their house and argued with Gluck’s father, 
trying to persuade him to hide rather than leave for the 
work camp. 

“[The Dutch Underground member] said, ‘Come 
on, we’ll hide you, we will find a place for you, don’t 
go.’ And my father said, ‘Well yeah, but it is also use-
less. I might as well go now.’” Gluck said.

His words sunk in, and Gluck’s family decided that 
they would not listen to the summons, but instead, hide. Names that Gluck’s mother had 
so intricately stitched into their garments were torn out and the family packed every single 
item they would need. They bid farewell to their home and left for a small village called 
Oldebrook. 

During their stay at Oldebrook, they lived on a farm with a family of five children. 
Goats wandered all around the farm doing as they pleased while members of the household 
walked outside to use the bathroom. In the dining room of the house, there was a closet 
that, when opened, revealed a bed where Gluck’s parents not only slept but hid in during 
raids when Nazi soldiers tore apart villages.

One day, while Gluck was playing with other children outside in the village, Nazi 
soldiers began to raid the village. They found her and took her away due to her dark brown 
hair which stood out amongst the other blonde-haired children. However, while they were 
walking, Gluck frequently halted to fix her shoes. 

“I had on new wooden shoes, which were paint-
ed blue. I said, ‘Netherland my Fatherland.’ I was so 
proud of them,” she said.

Eventually, the soldiers got tired of Gluck’s shoes 
constantly slipping off her feet and they left to look 
for Gluck’s parents. Instead of finding Gluck’s par-
ents, who were safely hidden away, they found Mrs. 
Funchal, a brave lady who saved Gluck’s family. 

“I cannot think of a more heroic person than Mrs. 
Funchal, who said, ‘I don’t have any Jews,’ and [the Nazi soldiers] said, ‘But there was 
a star that was removed from your coat.’ She said, ‘Oh no, I bought that at the market at 
Zwolle,’ and completely denied it and got away with it because if they had found my par-
ents or other evidence, she would have been shot,” Gluck said. 

After Mrs. Funchal was able to convince the Nazi soldiers to leave, several adults 
gathered around, discussing Gluck’s fate, wanting her to be safe. They all agreed that it 
was best for her to live with another family as it was hard to hide a lively two-year-old in 
the village. Gluck left the village and was brought to the Hoekman family, where she was 
hidden as one of their children. The Hoekman family had two children: a boy who was 
around the same age as Gluck and a girl who was older than Gluck. While staying with the 
Hoekman family, Gluck spent a lot of time with her new siblings, playing various games, 
such as school. 

When Kampen and Oldebrook were finally liberated from the Nazis, Gluck was able 
to go back home to her family. A few years passed, and when Gluck turned seven, they 
decided to move to New York, where Gluck grew up, later moving 
to Florida. 

In Florida, she worked as a geriatric care manager. For a few 
years, she also worked as the Chair of the National Association of 
Social Workers (Sarasota/Manatee Unit) as well as the President 
of Women’s American ORT (Sarasota Area Council). Gluck wants 
future generations to know about the Holocaust and often feels 
dismayed when people say that it never happened. 

“It is like saying, ‘You’re not sitting there,’” she continued, 
“...it flies in the face of reality.”

Marlies Gluck – Resources:
Barbara Lederman Rodbell Describes False Papers and Moving People to Hiding Places:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/barbara-ledermann-rodbell-
describes-false-papers-and-moving-people-to-hiding-places
Righteous Among the Nations:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/righteous-among-the-nations 
USC Shoah Foundation Institute Testimony of Gerard Hoekman:
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/vha21157 

1942 – Mass murder
January 20: Wannsee Conference in Berlin: Heydrich outlines plan  
                          to murder Europe’s Jews 
March 17: Extermination begins in Belzec killing center 
May: Sobibor extermination camp begins operations; 250,000 Jews  
            murdered by Oct. 1943
June: Jews establish resistance units hiding and operating in forests  
             throughout Eastern Europe
July 22: Germans establish Treblinka concentration camp 
Summer: Nazis deport Jews from Belgium, the Netherlands, France,  
                     Poland and Croatia directly to killing centers

Summer: Armed resistance by Jews in ghettos of Kletzk, Kremenets,  
                     Lakhva, Mir, Tuchin, and Weisweiz
Winter: Nazis deport Jews from Greece, Norway, and Germany  
                  directly to killing centers; Jews organize more resistance  
                  partisan units in forests near Lublin
1943 – Jewish rebellions
January: German 6th Army surrenders at Stalingrad  
March: Liquidation of Krakow ghetto 
April 19: Warsaw Ghetto revolt begins: Jewish underground fights  
                   Nazis until June 
May: Liquidation of the Warsaw Ghetto

June: Himmler orders the liquidation of all ghettos in Poland  
             and Soviet Union
Summer: Armed resistance by Jews in major ghettos 
Fall: Liquidation of ghettos in Minsk, Vilna (Vilnius) and Riga
October 14: Armed revolt in Sobibor extermination camp
October-November: Rescue of the Danish Jewry
1944 – The long march to Germany
March 19: Germany occupies Hungary 
May 15: Nazis deport Hungarian Jews to Auschwitz 
June 6: D-Day: Allied invasion at Normandy 
Spring/Summer: Red Army repels Nazi forces

Marlies Gluck

Felicia Liban 
By Isabella Kuliwik, Class of 2024

Felicia Liban spent the beginning of her life in a lush apartment in Krakow, Poland. 
Her father worked as a dentist, while her mother remained at home. Her uncles kept 
her company when she was not too busy getting scolded by her nursemaid. But on 

September 1, 1939, the Nazis occupied Poland.
“It changed immediately because the Germans marched into Krakow with tanks and 

there were bombs… you could hear them in the distance,” Liban said. 
With their lives in danger, the Libans tried to flee, but 

the walk to Russia would be far too long. So, her father went 
alone to get settled and later contact them.

“It was sad. I remember seeing him walking down the 
stairs. I do, I remember that very well,” Liban said. 

After her father left for Russia, Liban and her mother con-
tinued to struggle against Nazi aggression. Their belongings 
were stripped away from them, and their dog killed. They left 
the city, where her grandfather passed away from a stroke.

Forced to move to the ghetto, the family faced dismal 
conditions. While her mother worked in the city, she met a 
family who would save her daughter. The Warenicas told her 

mother that they would help them in any way they could.
Taking up the Warenicas’ offer, they made an escape from the ghetto. As Nazis began 

liquidating, they left. Looking straight ahead they walked past the guards in bright daylight. 
They reached the Warenicas and Liban stayed with them while her mother went to get 

papers. However, something had gone wrong and she did not return. The Warenicas decid-
ed that Liban would become one of their own. “It was terribly sad, but they made me feel 
so loved that I was quiet about it, and I didn’t cry,” Liban said. 

For the next years of her life, Liban had to hide. Nonetheless, her life was still filled 
with love from Joseph and Stasia Warenica. Lacking sunlight and fresh air, Liban became 
ill. Unable to remain like this, she soon went to a farm in Ukraine to be outdoors.

Liban enjoyed her summer and attended church on Sundays to blend in with the fami-
ly she stayed with. However, a local priest 
became suspicious of Liban and informed 
the police that she was Jewish. Liban 
was questioned by police, but they were 
satisfied with her answers. They left, but 
informed the farmer that her paperwork 
must be dropped off at the station.

After a quick call to Joseph Warenica 
in Krakow, he traveled to Ukraine to drop 
off the paperwork and take Liban home. 
Reunited, Liban and Joseph spent their 
weekend enjoying themselves.  

The night before Joseph arrived, there was a commotion in the quiet village. On Sun-
day morning, Liban and Joseph went to church. But there was something different. In the 
center of the hall was a casket with the priest in it. Joseph was an officer in the Polish un-
derground and ordered the priest killed. Afterwards, they returned to Krakow.

After the war ended, Liban was reunited with her mother. She was caught by Nazis 
while retrieving fake papers and was sent to a concentration camp. She was later liberated 
from Theresienstadt, in the Czech Republic. Years after the war, they were informed that 
Liban’s father died while walking to Istanbul after being imprisoned in a Russian Gulag.

Leaving in the night, Liban and her mother left Poland to escape the dangers after the 
war. While traveling though Germany, Liban contracted typhoid, and her mother had to 
take her to the hospital, where she received some unexpected help. 

“As she got to the hospital, a German man came up and said, ‘Let me help you carry 
her.’ You know there’s some good people no matter who they are. He was German, but he 
helped my mother. Isn’t that something?” Liban said. 

Eventually reunited with uncles George and Bernard, the family stayed in a displaced 
persons camp until her mother secured a ticket to New York with 
the help of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration (UNNRA).

With a family of her own, Liban now lives in Sarasota. She 
also shares her story in schools to ensure that something like the 
Holocaust never happens again.

“I abhor antisemitism or any inkling of it. I think it’s just horri-
ble. When young people see this, they should say something about 
it. Don’t let it go by as if it didn’t happen. Report it,” Liban said. 

Felicia Liban – Resources:
Silent Movie, Moving into the Krakow Ghetto:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/film/moving-into-the-krakow-ghetto 
Leopold Page Describes the liquidation of the Krakow Ghetto:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/leopold-page-describes-the-
liquidation-of-the-krakow-ghetto-and-escaping-from-the-ghetto 
Book by Felicia Liban about Rescuers Jozef and Stanislawa Warenica:
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn512397 
Information about the Righteous Among the Nations:
https://www.yadvashem.org/righteous.html 

Felicia Liban

Joseph and Stasia Warenica and their sons

Marlies at age two and a half

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/barbara-ledermann-rodbell-describes-false-papers-and-moving-people-to-hiding-places
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/barbara-ledermann-rodbell-describes-false-papers-and-moving-people-to-hiding-places
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/righteous-among-the-nations
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/vha21157
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/film/moving-into-the-krakow-ghetto
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/leopold-page-describes-the-liquidation-of-the-krakow-ghetto-and-escaping-from-the-ghetto
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/leopold-page-describes-the-liquidation-of-the-krakow-ghetto-and-escaping-from-the-ghetto
https://collections.ushmm.org/search/catalog/irn512397
https://www.yadvashem.org/righteous.html
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HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR TESTIMONIES WRITTEN BY PINE VIEW SCHOOL STUDENTS

Lora Tobias
By Alyson Mizanin, Class of 2023

Amidst a flurry of Sarasota parkgoers sits 93-year-old Lora Tobias. She keeps her 
hands busy, flicking through photographs and historical records that lie in her lap.

Her eyes light up when she picks a book out of the pile. It’s the 2018 edition 
of the Schriesheim Annual. A castle adorns its cover. 

“This is where I resided – Schriesheim,” she said. “I was the last Jewish child born to 
the village, before the Nazis.” 

Born in 1929, Lora lived in Schriesheim before 
she, her parents and her maternal grandfather fled 
Germany in 1938 to escape Nazi rule. Lora and her 
experiences bespeak resilience and determination.

Schriesheim was home to Lora’s family for 
nearly three centuries. When she was born, 12 Jew-
ish families lived among the village’s 4,000 resi-
dents. They had a synagogue. The only evidence 
that it existed is a picture of Lora standing in front 
of it. 

Lora notes that there was little discrimination 
in Schriesheim when she was young, but things 
changed when she started attending kindergarten. 

“Every morning when we attended school, we 
saluted a swastika,” Lora said. “Then we’d all say a 
prayer to God, asking to safeguard Hitler and keep 
him safe from enemies and give him a long life.” 

Lora remembers kneeling bedside one night 
and reciting prayers for Hitler. 

“My parents had to explain to me that I 
couldn’t pray for Hitler anymore – that I was a Jewish child – but I had to try not to call 
attention to myself,” she said. 

Lora grew lonely as she moved up through the grades. Her former friends began either 
avoiding or harassing her. 

“I wondered, ‘Why? Why am I different? Because I go to a different place to pray?’” 
she said. “I just wanted to belong. Why couldn’t I belong?” 

Second grade “was a horror,” she said. Her teacher vehemently hated Jewish people. 
He forced her to sit in the corner of the classroom surrounded only by empty desks. 

All the while, her parents’ business dried up, as nobody wanted to associate them-
selves with the family. Brownshirts would stand outside their door, recording the names of 
anyone who dared support them.

“I couldn’t understand this. How could I be a threat to the 
country? I’m just seven years old. What do I possess? What 
did I do? Why am I a danger?” Lora said. 

Having already escaped Germany, Lora’s maternal uncle 
found strangers to sponsor Lora’s family and give them affida-
vits so they could come to the United States. Lora’s passport 
– issued June 2, 1938 – is unique. A law went into effect June 1 
that all Jewish passports needed to be inscribed with the letter 
“J,” but Lora’s doesn’t have one. 

Because Lora’s other maternal uncle, Ludwig Oppen-
heimer, suffered from spinal meningitis as a child, he didn’t 
receive a visa. The family sent him to a nursing home with the 
hopes of bringing him to the United States in 1939, but Lora 
later discovered that he died in the Gurs concentration camp 
in 1940. 

“I wish I could tell [my family], ‘We survived. I’m still 
here. They didn’t destroy us,’” Lora said. 

Lora arrived in the United States on October 6, 1938. She taught fourth grade in the 
Bronx before becoming a reading specialist and teacher trainer. She and Sigmund Tobias 
married when she was in her early 30s. 

Lora has since visited Schriesheim many times. She recalls going back to her school. 
“I spread my arms and in my best Italian, I yelled ‘Ritorna Vincitor!’ That’s from Aida, 

and that’s the way I felt. ‘I have returned victorious!’” Lora said. 
She carries pictures of square blocks called tipping stones that serve as reminders of 

those who’ve died. Each one carries a different name. 
“The names are for my family – my mother, my father, my grandfather, my uncle and 

me. I said, ‘I’m still very much alive!’” Lora said with a laugh. “They put them in front of 
homes that were owned by Jews. We may be gone, but we’re not forgotten.” 

She notes that she has always been open to sharing her story. 
Doing so is important “because it’s true,” she said. “You can’t deny 
it.” 

When considering her grandchildren’s futures, Lora envisions 
a world that will treat them and their peers indiscriminately. 

“I hope the generation of my granddaughter will do something 
to save this world,” Lora said. “If we don’t preserve it, it’s not 
going to last. I want my grandchildren to have a wonderful world 
without hatred.”

Sigmund Tobias – Resources:
Sign Excluding Jews from Public Places:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/artifact/sign-excluding-jews-from-public-
places 
Polish Jewish Refugees in the Shanghai Ghetto, 1941-1945:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/polish-jewish-refugees-in-the-
shanghai-ghetto-19411945
Ernest G. Heppner Describes Arrival in Shanghai:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/ernest-g-heppner-describes-
arrival-in-shanghai 
Ernest G. Heppner Describes the Shanghai Ghetto and its Japanese Overseer:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/ernest-g-heppner-describes-
the-shanghai-ghetto-and-its-japanese-overseer 

Lora Tobias – Resources:
Wilek Loew Describe Jewish Life in Prewar Lvov, including restrictions on admissions 
to schools:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/wilek-william-loew-describes-
jewish-life-in-prewar-lvov-including-restrictions-on-admission-to-schools
Antisemitic Legislation 1933-1939:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/antisemitic-legislation-1933-1939 

Sigmund Tobias
By Lora Rini, Class of 2023

Raised during the Holocaust, Sigmund Tobias was only three or four years old when 
his regular life in Berlin was shattered. 

“There was a tree-lined street with benches in the center. One day a gang of 
guys appeared. They put signs up on the benches. The signs said, ‘Jews forbidden.’ And 
that was my first real sense that something awful was about to happen,” Tobias said.

When he was five years old, Tobias lived through Kristallnacht, or the Night of Broken 
Glass.

“I remember cowering in our apartment and hearing 
the sounds of smashing glass as Jewish businesses and 
residences were being vandalized,” he said.

After that, Tobias’s father decided their family need-
ed to leave Germany for a safer location. They decided 
on Belgium. 

“My father tried to get smuggled into Belgium, was 
caught by the Belgians and was imprisoned in Dachau 
concentration camp for two weeks. My mother found out 
that he could be released if he left the country immediate-
ly. So that’s when we learned that the Japanese-occupied 
portion of Shanghai was the only place in the world at 
that time which was open to Jewish refugees.”

With passage secured to Shanghai, Tobias’s father 
left Dachau and Germany behind the next day. Tobias and his mother followed soon after-
ward to what would be their home for the next decade. 

Although their living situation in Shanghai was nowhere close to ideal, Japanese pol-
icies about the Jewish refugees were much better than those of the Germans. Instead of 
participating in the genocide of Jews, the Japanese confined all the Jewish refugees to small 
sections of Shanghai. 

“Malnutrition was rampant during the war, but we didn’t suffer any real loss of life 
until July 17, 1945, when American bombardment of the ghetto killed 31 refugee Jews and 
many, many, many Chinese,” Tobias said.

After living in Shanghai for over 10 years, the residents of the ghetto observed some 
changes in leadership.

“What happened was in Shanghai, from 
one day to the next, the Japanese disap-
peared,” Tobias said. “We didn’t know what 
happened – they just disappeared. A few days 
later, it became clear that the war was over. 
We never really heard formally.”

In the weeks leading up to this, Tobias 
was not completely unaware of the new de-
velopments in the war.

“About two weeks before, there was a German-language newspaper published by  
Jewish refugees, which had one tiny paragraph saying that a bomb had been exploded 
using atomic fuel,” he said. “I didn’t know what that meant, [but] physicists in our com-
munity who understood what was going on said, ‘If they did that, the war cannot last much 
longer.’”

While Tobias and his family were very aware of the war during their time in Shanghai, 
they did not hear about the horrors that occurred in Europe until World War II was over. 

“We knew nothing about the Holocaust until we heard about it after the war in Shang-
hai,” he said. “And horror rattled through the ghetto because virtually every family lost 
somebody. Fourteen aunts, uncles and cousins of mine were killed in the Holocaust in 
Europe. And these were not just names to me. These were people with whom I had lived 
and laughed and cried and never would again.”

The Tobias family decided to move to New York after the war. American immigra-
tion laws were a barrier, but eventually they all made it over. In New York, Tobias had a 
successful career and a happy life with his wife and two daughters. The Atlantic Ocean 
provided a necessary barrier between Tobias and the horrors of his childhood. It took many 
years until he felt prepared to publicly speak about his life.

“I wrote a book about growing up in Shanghai called Strange Haven, and I published 
it in 2000. Beginning with that, I was invited to do a lot of speak-
ing, and I’ve been glad to do so,” he said. “I’m particularly glad 
to speak to young people because I think it’s important for [them] 
to know something of this history. When we go to some classes, 
they’ve never even heard the word ‘Holocaust,’ and it’s very up-
setting. Not because it happened to me. It’s upsetting because if 
people can’t remember the horror of the Holocaust, there’s grave 
danger that it may happen again. The only defense is to know, to be 
aware and to fight the tendencies within us to hate other people.”

 1944 – The long march to Germany, continued
July 20: A group of German officers attempts to assassinate Hitler 
July 24: Russians liberate Majdanek killing center
October 7: Revolt by inmates at Auschwitz 
November: Last Jews deported from Theresienstadt (Terezin) to Auschwitz 

November 8: Beginning of death march from Budapest to Austria
1945 – Horrors revealed
January 17: Evacuation of Auschwitz; beginning of death march 
January 25: Beginning of death march for inmates of Stutthof 
April 6-10: Death march of inmates of Buchenwald

April 30: Hitler commits suicide
May 7: Germany surrenders; end of Third Reich
May 8: V-E Day
May 9: Göring captured (commits suicide in 1946)
May 23: Himmler commits suicide

Lora Tobias

Sigmund Tobias

Sigmund Tobias interviewed by Lora Rini

Felicia Liban 
By Isabella Kuliwik, Class of 2024

Felicia Liban spent the beginning of her life in a lush apartment in Krakow, Poland. 
Her father worked as a dentist, while her mother remained at home. Her uncles kept 
her company when she was not too busy getting scolded by her nursemaid. But on 

September 1, 1939, the Nazis occupied Poland.
“It changed immediately because the Germans marched into Krakow with tanks and 

there were bombs… you could hear them in the distance,” Liban said. 
With their lives in danger, the Libans tried to flee, but 

the walk to Russia would be far too long. So, her father went 
alone to get settled and later contact them.

“It was sad. I remember seeing him walking down the 
stairs. I do, I remember that very well,” Liban said. 

After her father left for Russia, Liban and her mother con-
tinued to struggle against Nazi aggression. Their belongings 
were stripped away from them, and their dog killed. They left 
the city, where her grandfather passed away from a stroke.

Forced to move to the ghetto, the family faced dismal 
conditions. While her mother worked in the city, she met a 
family who would save her daughter. The Warenicas told her 

mother that they would help them in any way they could.
Taking up the Warenicas’ offer, they made an escape from the ghetto. As Nazis began 

liquidating, they left. Looking straight ahead they walked past the guards in bright daylight. 
They reached the Warenicas and Liban stayed with them while her mother went to get 

papers. However, something had gone wrong and she did not return. The Warenicas decid-
ed that Liban would become one of their own. “It was terribly sad, but they made me feel 
so loved that I was quiet about it, and I didn’t cry,” Liban said. 

For the next years of her life, Liban had to hide. Nonetheless, her life was still filled 
with love from Joseph and Stasia Warenica. Lacking sunlight and fresh air, Liban became 
ill. Unable to remain like this, she soon went to a farm in Ukraine to be outdoors.

Liban enjoyed her summer and attended church on Sundays to blend in with the fami-
ly she stayed with. However, a local priest 
became suspicious of Liban and informed 
the police that she was Jewish. Liban 
was questioned by police, but they were 
satisfied with her answers. They left, but 
informed the farmer that her paperwork 
must be dropped off at the station.

After a quick call to Joseph Warenica 
in Krakow, he traveled to Ukraine to drop 
off the paperwork and take Liban home. 
Reunited, Liban and Joseph spent their 
weekend enjoying themselves.  

The night before Joseph arrived, there was a commotion in the quiet village. On Sun-
day morning, Liban and Joseph went to church. But there was something different. In the 
center of the hall was a casket with the priest in it. Joseph was an officer in the Polish un-
derground and ordered the priest killed. Afterwards, they returned to Krakow.

After the war ended, Liban was reunited with her mother. She was caught by Nazis 
while retrieving fake papers and was sent to a concentration camp. She was later liberated 
from Theresienstadt, in the Czech Republic. Years after the war, they were informed that 
Liban’s father died while walking to Istanbul after being imprisoned in a Russian Gulag.

Leaving in the night, Liban and her mother left Poland to escape the dangers after the 
war. While traveling though Germany, Liban contracted typhoid, and her mother had to 
take her to the hospital, where she received some unexpected help. 

“As she got to the hospital, a German man came up and said, ‘Let me help you carry 
her.’ You know there’s some good people no matter who they are. He was German, but he 
helped my mother. Isn’t that something?” Liban said. 

Eventually reunited with uncles George and Bernard, the family stayed in a displaced 
persons camp until her mother secured a ticket to New York with 
the help of the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Adminis-
tration (UNNRA).

With a family of her own, Liban now lives in Sarasota. She 
also shares her story in schools to ensure that something like the 
Holocaust never happens again.

“I abhor antisemitism or any inkling of it. I think it’s just horri-
ble. When young people see this, they should say something about 
it. Don’t let it go by as if it didn’t happen. Report it,” Liban said. 

Lora Tobias’ passport  
without the “J”

https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/artifact/sign-excluding-jews-from-public-places
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/artifact/sign-excluding-jews-from-public-places
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/polish-jewish-refugees-in-the-shanghai-ghetto-19411945
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/polish-jewish-refugees-in-the-shanghai-ghetto-19411945
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/ernest-g-heppner-describes-arrival-in-shanghai
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/ernest-g-heppner-describes-arrival-in-shanghai
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/ernest-g-heppner-describes-the-shanghai-ghetto-and-its-japanese-overseer
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/ernest-g-heppner-describes-the-shanghai-ghetto-and-its-japanese-overseer
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/wilek-william-loew-describes-jewish-life-in-prewar-lvov-including-restrictions-on-admission-to-schools
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/oral-history/wilek-william-loew-describes-jewish-life-in-prewar-lvov-including-restrictions-on-admission-to-schools
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/antisemitic-legislation-1933-1939
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ADDITIONAL USEFUL RESOURCES

The resources below have been secured from the list that is on the Commissioner of 
Education’s Task Force on Holocaust Education page and lesson plans from local 
teachers. The curated resources are meant to help you provide background informa-

tion, specific lessons and supports for you to teach about the Holocaust during Holocaust 
Education Week. Knowing that Holocaust Education Week may not be set at a convenient 
time based upon your curriculum, these resources are meant to support you and your stu-
dents throughout the year. 

The Jewish Federation of Sarasota-Manatee, the sponsor of this circular, also offers 
a robust Holocaust Teacher Resource Center that provides age-appropriate downloadable 
information and tools to assist you as you develop your individual lesson plans.

Introduction to the Holocaust: US Holocaust Memorial Museum: 
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/article/introduction-to-the-holocaust 

Video: The Path to Nazi Germany: US Holocaust Memorial Museum:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sRcNq4OYTyE&t=8s 
This 38-minute film introduces the history of the Holocaust. It begins by looking back at 
the major changes from 1918 to 1933 that created the political climate for the birth and rise 
of the Nazi Party in Germany. It explores the basis for the party’s support among ordinary 
Germans and the military, government and business establishment before and after Hitler 
was appointed chancellor in January 1933.
Film Chapters:

 � Prologue (Starts at 00:00)
 � Aftermath of World War I and the Rise of Nazism, 1918–1933 (Starts at 00:58)
 � Building a National Community, 1933–1936 (Starts at 12:22)
 � From Citizens to Outcasts, 1933–1938 (Starts at 18:12)
 � World War II and the Holocaust, 1939–1945 (Starts at 24:34)
 � Sources and Credits (Starts at 37:25)

Resources from the Commissioner of Education’s Task Force on Holocaust Education:
https://www.fldoe.org/holocausteducation/holo-ed-week.stml 
Topics include, but are not limited to:

 � Guidelines for Teaching About the Holocaust
 � Kristallnacht
 � Combating Antisemitism
 � Virtual Tours

The Holocaust Teachers’ Resource Center at The Jewish Federation of Sarasota-Manatee:
https://www.jfedsrq.org/holocaust-teacher-resources

The Nazi Party: The Third Reich Power Structure:
https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/the-third-reich-power-structure 

The Museum of Tolerance: A Simon Wiesenthal Center Museum:
https://www.museumoftolerance.com/

The Holocaust Animated Map:
https://encyclopedia.ushmm.org/content/en/gallery/introduction-to-the-holocaust-maps 

Resources: 
www.yadvashem.org 
www.un.org 
www.echoesandreflections.org

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum – Definitions: 
Holocaust v Shoah v Genocide:
https://www.ushmm.org/search/
results/?q=Definitions%3A+Holocaust+v+Shoah+v+Genocide

Holocaust: Shoah: Genocide: 
Used in the U.S. and U. K. Used in Europe Used Internationally 
Ancient Greek word for burnt 
offering 

Hebrew word for catastrophe Raphael Lemkin developed to 
define a crime; Greek genos 
(race or tribe) and Latin 
suffix cide (killing) 

Antonym - indiscriminate 
killing or slaughter 

Antonym - indiscriminate 
killing or slaughter 

Antonym - indiscriminate 
killing or slaughter 

As defined by the United 
States Holocaust Memorial 
Museum  
  
Name in English 
 
The systematic destruction of 
European Jewry at the hands 
of the Nazis during World 
War II. The word Holocaust 
comes from the Greek word 
holokauston, which is a 
translation of the Hebrew 
word olah. During Biblical 
times, an olah was a type of 
sacrifice to God that was 
totally consumed or burnt by 
fire.  
  

First used in 1942 by a 
historian in Jerusalem, Ben-
Zion Dinur 
 
Name in Hebrew 
 
The extermination of 
European Jewry and called it 
a "catastrophe" that showed 
how different and unique the 
Jewish people were from the 
rest of the world. Other Jews 
in Palestine soon began using 
the term sho'ah to describe 
the destruction of the 
European Jewish community. 
By the 1950s, the English 
term Holocaust came to be 
employed as the term for the 
murder of the Jews in Europe 
by the Nazis. Although the 
term is sometimes used with 
reference to the murder of 
other groups by the Nazis, 
strictly speaking, those 
groups do not belong under 
the heading of the Holocaust, 
nor are they included in the 
generally accepted statistic of 
six million victims of the 
Holocaust.  
  

Developed in 1944 by Polish 
lawyer Raphael Lemkin to 
describe the crime of mass 
killings vs the murder of a 
single person. 
  
The international crime 
defined by the United 
Nations: 
  
Any of the following acts 
committed with intent to 
destroy, in whole or in part, a 
national, ethnical, racial or 
religious group, as such:  
• Killing members of the 

group: 
• Causing serious bodily or 

mental harm to members of 
the group;  

• Deliberately inflicting on 
the group conditions of life 
calculated to bring about its 
physical destruction in 
whole or in part;  

• Imposing measures 
intended to prevent births 
within the group;  

• Forcibly transferring 
children of the group to 
another group. 

 

1945 – Horrors revealed, continued 
August 6: Bombing of Hiroshima 
August 9: Bombing of Nagasaki 
August 15: V-J Day: Victory over Japan proclaimed

September 2: Japan surrenders; end of World War II 
November 20:  Nuremberg Trials begin

1960: Eichmann captured 
1961: Eichmann on trial in Jerusalem for crimes against the Jewish people,   
              crimes against humanity and war crimes 
1962: Eichmann hanged

If you are interested in learning more about Judaism, 
the Jewish People and the Jewish holidays, visit 

the link below. It’s an introduction to Judaism as 
prepared for law enforcement and security agencies 

across the country:
https://cdn.fedweb.org/fed-91/2/SCN_

IntroductionToJudaism%2520-%2520063022.pdf
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